(rev.092122)
Inflatable Buoyant Apparatus (IBA) Competition
A PVF Fundraising Event
USCG will enforce, proper donning of the PFD, use of an Adult vs. Child PFD, that passenger(s) remains on the pier
(red tape), board the raft, and sit down, etc. When all passengers are seated, they can exit the raft, return to the
pier, remove their jacket and properly stow such and return behind the line.
The time is recorded, and then the deductions begin from the USCG. The combined score is then recorded. The
best time wins
Demerits:
Passenger steps off pier

- 10 second added per passenger

Passenger dons inappropriate size PFD

- 10 seconds added per passenger

Passenger does not stow PFF properly

- 10 seconds added per passenger

Roster not full 20

- 40 seconds added per passenger

Rations:

- 10 second added per passenger

Paddle:

- 5 second added per paddle not placed in water

Bonus:
Time will be reduced for the teams that signed up and paid first, second, third & fourth
First Place: 12 seconds

-

Second Place: 10 seconds –
Third Place: 7 seconds –
Fourth Place: 5 seconds EXTRA BONUS
A ½ second deduction will be offered for every $100 raised beyond the 20- person team fee.
All 100 participants must be in the staging area prior to competition start
1) The pier to the IBA is going to be in view from the muster area.
2) The team must pick up rations (20) and four paddles along the pier/muster area.
3) Rations and paddles are to be distributed once all passengers are seated in the IBA.

4) Two paddles must touch the water (deck).
5) When they return to the start point, they should be made to stack their life jackets back in a pile, so we do
not have to do that each time. Rations and paddles must be stowed properly too.
ITEMS REQUITED: IBA (Suvitec Group), 20 PFDs & 5 Child PFDs, red tape, stopwatch, 2 paddles, 4 rations,
microphone.
Thank you

for providing & setting up the IBA

PVF EVENT @ MARITRENDS
INFLATABLE BOUYANT APPARATUS DRILL
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First Place:
40 points
Second Place: 30 points
Third Place:
20 points
Fourth Place: 10 points
Pier Walk Off:

Deduct: 10

Ration Demerit:

Deduct: 10

Paddle: Demerit:

Deduct: 10

-
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Deduct 5 points for every missing team member 20 and below
-
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